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ICACT is an International Educational and Scientific Meeting which is held each year
at the Palais des Congrès de Paris, France. This was the 22nd Edition of this Event.
The world’s best experts participate to ICACT, giving Educational Lectures and Meet
the Professor Lectures.
This year, ICACT (International Congress on Anti-Cancer Treatment) was celebrating
its 22nd anniversary. Year after year, this conference, taking place in Paris during the
first week of February has become a major appointment in the field of Oncology
Medical Education. The Meeting is now renowned in its aim to provide
comprehensive updates and state of art in the management of cancer.
The total number of participants was 2017, 47% came from France, 23% from
Western Europe, 25% from Eastern Europe and 5% from Middle East and Africa
making the meeting really an international and primarily pan-European.
This success is primarily due to the quality and diversity of the 231 speakers selected
by a high level Scientific Committee and delivering state of the art presentations
covering all Oncology domains, including rare tumors and supportive care through
educational lectures, expert statement conferences, clinical symposia, poster
discussions and awards, meet the professor sessions and satellite symposia. The
interest is also reflected by session daily attendance which reached, during the four
days of the conference, between 880 and 1250.
ICACT, at the beginning of each year, provides Oncologists a unique opportunity to
update their knowledge of the last major achievements in the field of clinical research.
Through listening and discussing with leading global experts and then translating this
knowledge into their daily practice continues to improve patient benefits optimally.
The next ICACT will take place at the Palais des Congrès de Paris, 31st January- 3rd
February 2012.

